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This paper provides a generalized Kolmogorov�Arnold�Moser theorem for lower
dimensional tori in Hamiltonian systems, which applies to multiple normal frequency
case. The proof is based on Newton's iteration method and a generalized version
of small divisor conditions. � 1999 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULT

We start with a real analytic perturbation

H(x, y, u)=H( y, u)+P(x, y, u) (1.1)

of a real analytic Hamiltonian H( y, u) in a complex neighborhood in
C2n_C2m, with the symplectic structure �n

i=1 dx i 7 dyi+�m
i=1 dui 7du&i ,

of a 2n real domain u=0, y # D/Rn where u=(u1 , u&1 , ..., um , u&m)
# R2m, (x, y) # T n_Rn and D is an open set of Rn.

Assume that

Hu( y, 0)=0, det Huu( y, 0){0,

and P is small. The unperturbed Hamiltonian system defined by H possesses
an invariant subspace u=0 foliated by a family of invariant tori y= y0 ,
u=0 and the flow on each torus is given by x(t)=x0+Hy( y0 , 0) t.

Expanding the Hamiltonian (1.1) in the neighborhood of u=0. The
Hamiltonian (1.1) is reduced to

H(x, y, u)=H( y, 0)+ 1
2 (Huu( y, 0) u, u)+P(x, y, u)+O(u3).
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For the unperturbed system, the local normal behavior of the invariant
torus y= y0 , u=0 is determined by the matrix Huu( y0 , 0). The reader is
referred to [6] for a detailed motivation.

Further we suppose that H( y, 0) is non-degenerate, i.e., Hyy( y, 0) is
nonsingular. Linearizing the Hamiltonian at the neighborhood of torus
T n_[ y= y0]_[u=0], we arrive at a family of perturbed integrable
Hamiltonians,

H=N+P=(|, y) + 1
2(A(|) u, u)+P, (1.2)

where (x, y, u) # T n_Rn_R2m, A(|)=Huu(H &1
y (|), 0) is a 2m_2m

symmetric matrix and P=P+O2( y)+O( yu)+O3(u). We will treat |=
Hy( y0 , 0) as an independent parameter. This setting has been frequently
used by many authors. In this paper, we state our results for (1.2) where
| is an independent parameters varying over a positive measure set O.

If all eigenvalues of JA are not on the imaginary axis (J being the
standard symplectic matrix in R2m), the torus is called hyperbolic. In this
case, for any given |=(|1 , ..., |n) # O satisfying the Diophantine condition

|(k, |) |># |k|&{, for {>n&1, 0{k # Zn, (1.3)

Moser [12], Graff [6], and Zehnder [24] proved that there is a |* close
to | such that (1.2) at |* possesses an invariant torus with prescribed
frequencies | if perturbation is sufficiently small whether the eigenvalues of
JA are different or not. From this, it follows that (1.1) has a Cantor family
of invariant tori if the perturbation is small.

If all the eigenvalues of JA(|) belong to iR1"0, the torus is called elliptic.
So far Huu( y, 0) has different eigenvalues has been considered extensively.
More precisely, for a system with the following Hamiltonian

H=N+P= :
n

j=1

| j yj+
1
2 :

m

j=1

0j (|)(u2
j +u2

&j)+P, (1.4)

Melnikov [11] in 1967 announced that for a positive Lebesgue measure
subset O#/O, (1.4)| # O#

possesses a n dimensional invariant torus with
frequencies satisfying the non-resonant conditions

|(k, |~ )+(l, 0� ) |> 1
2# |k| &{, |l |�2 (1.5)

for k # Zn, l # Zm, |k|+|l |{0, {>n&1 where (|~ , 0� )=(|~ 1 , ..., |~ n ,
0� 1 , ..., 0� m) is close to (|, 0), provided the perturbation is sufficiently small
(|~ are usually referred as `inner frequencies' while 0� as `normal frequencies').
The complete proof was carried out fifteen years later by Eliasson, Kuksin,
and Po� schel [7, 8, 14]. In this case, only the measure estimate is available.
One cannot say if (1.4) has a torus with prescribed frequencies.
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The proof of the previous mentioned works for (1.4) heavily depends on
the normal form �n

j=1 |j yj+
1
2�m

j=1 0j (|)(u2
j +u2

&j). However, JA(|)=
JHuu( y0 , 0) might have multi-eigenvalues and the above normal form may
not be available.

More recently, developing Craig and Wayne's method [5], Bourgain
[2] proved the existence of quasi-periodic solutions for Hamiltonian
systems with Hamiltonian (1.4) provided that (1.5) holds for |l |�1. Such
approach applies to some PDEs with periodic boundary condition [1]. His
proof is based on the Liapounov�Schmidt reduction introduced by Craig
and Wayne [5] and some sophisticated estimates needed to control the
inverse of matrices with singular sites.

In this paper, we start from the real analytical Hamiltonian systems (1.2)
with a general non-singular symmetric matrix A. The goal of this paper is
to prove, under a mild non-degenerate condition which applies to multiple
normal frequency case, that there is a nonempty subset O#/O, such that
(1.2) at | # O# is equivalent to

N�=e�+(|�(|), y)+(A�(|)u, u)+O( y2+|u| 3+| yu| ), (1.6)

and thus (1.2) at | # O# possesses a n dimensional invariant torus provided
that the perturbation P is analytic and small enough. Although Bourgain
[2] also started from the Hamiltonian (1.4), but the normal form in (1.6)
seems not essential for his approach. Thus the persistence result for our
case might have been known essentially (see [2]). The advantage of our
approach by KAM theory is that it provides not only the persistence but
also a local normal form in the neighborhood of the obtained torus, which
might be helpful for a better understanding of the dynamics. For example,
in case A in the unperturbed system is definite positive, the obtained torus
is linearly stable, since A� , a small perturbation of A, is also definite
positive.

The main idea of this paper is the following: we do each step of KAM
iteration with unperturbed Hamiltonians N&=(|, y) +(A&u, u) where
matrix A&=(a&

ij(|)) is not diagonal. Certainly JA might be normalized into
a Jordan normal form by an algebraic argument (see, e.g., [3]), but the
normalized operation depends singularly on parameters which will cause
troubles for measure estimates. In order to make the KAM machinery
work for this situation, we have to modify the classical small denominator
condition (1.5) by a more general condition (spelled in (2.3) below). In the
next section, we will explain the ideas in more details.

Remark. For the sake of simplicity, in the following | } | denotes the
absolute value for complex numbers, Euclidean norm for vectors, the deter-
minant for matrices and Lebesgue measure for sets. We also denote by | } |a

the absolute value of the determinant for matrices.
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Let \i0i , i=1, ..., m be eigenvalues of JA. We say that the unperturbed
Hamiltonian is non-degenerate if the following conditions are satisfied

|[|: |(k, |) +(l, 0(|)) |=0]|=0 (1.7)

for any |k|{0, |l |�2 where l # Zm, 0=(01 , ..., 0m).
This kind of non-degeneracy conditions has been proposed by Po� schel

[15] for the special case (1.4). We stress that here the normal form in (1.4)
is not required, also (1.7) for k=0 does not need to be satisfied as it is
instead required in previous version of KAM theorems (see for example
[15]). The latter observation might be important since it allows to apply
the results to the multiple normal frequency case.

It is known that the eigenvalues might depend non-smoothly on the
parameter | even JA is analytic in |. For the convenience of the measure
estimates, we will use the following conditions which is equivalent to (1.7)

} |(k, |) |, |i(k, |) I2m&JA(|)|=0, or
[|: | |i(k, |) I4m2&I2m� (JA(|))&(JA(|))�I2m |=0] }=0, for k{0,

(1.8)

where J=Diag(J2 , ..., J2), with J2=( 0
&1

1
0) is the standard symplectic struc-

ture matrix in R2m, IN is N_N unit matrix, � denotes the tensor (or direct)
product of matrices (see Appendix for explicit definition). The equivalence
of (1.7) and (1.8) will be proven in the Appendix.

Remark. (1.8) is satisfied if some derivatives (w.r.t. |) of |i(k, |) I&JA|
and |i(k, |) &I2m� (JA(|)&(JA(|))�I2m | are away from 0 (see [21]
or [23]). For example if A is a constant matrix, the 2m order derivatives
of |i(k, |) I&JA| and the 4m2 order derivatives of |i(k, |) I4m 2&I2m �
(JA(|))&(JA(|))�I2m | are bigger than 1 for k{0, and thus (1.8) is
satisfied. In case the Hamiltonian does not depend analytically on |, (1.8)
has to be replaced by

|DN1
| |i(k, |) I2m&JA(|)| |�C>0

|DN2
| |i(k, |) I4m2&I2m � (JA(|))&(JA(|))�I2m | |�C>0,

for some integers N1 , N2 .
From now on, we consider the complex extension of the real Hamiltonian

(1.2) on the complex neighborhood D(r, s)_6h endowed with the standard
symplectic structure �n

i=1 dxi 7 dyi+�m
i=1 dui 7 du&i , where

D(r, s)=[(x, y, u) | |Im x|<r, | y|<s2, |u|<s],
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Imx is the image part of x and | } | is the sup-norm in Cn, and 6h is a
complex neighborhood of O:

6h=[| # Cn : ||&O|<h]. (1.9)

The norm of P on D(r, s)_6h is defined to be

&P&D_6h
= sup

D_6h

|P|.

To state our result, we assume that

max
|l | �8m2 } �

l aij

�| l }�L

on 6h(K ).
The following theorem is the main result of this paper:

Theorem 1. Suppose that the real analytic Hamiltonian (1.2) satisfies
the non-degenerate condition (1.7). Then for a given # there is a small constant
=0 depending on n, {, r, L, #, h, such that if the complex extension of P in
D(r, s) satisfies

1
s2 &P&D(r, s)_6h

==�=0 ,

we have the following conclusions: there exists a non-empty Cantor set O#/O,
a Whitney-smooth map

8: T n_O# � T n_Rn_R2m,

and a diffeormophism |~ : O# � Rn, such that the map 8 restricted to T n_[|]
is a real analytic invariant torus with frequencies |~ for the Hamiltonian H at |.
Moreover

|O&O# | � 0, as # � 0.

For convenience, Theorem 1 will be split into two theorems (Theorem 2
and Theorem 3) in Section 4. The parameter # in Theorem 1 will play the
role of the Diophantine constant in the KAM iteration. If one knows more
information for the unperturbed system, the estimate |O&O# | � 0, as # � 0
can be made quantitative as |O&O# |=O(#1�4m2

). The reader is referred to
Theorem 3 for details.

Remark. Analyticity in space variables is not necessary but it simplifies
considerably the proof. Analyticity in parameters is also not necessary if
one use Whitney's extension theorem [19]. However we do need H
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depending C8m2
-smoothly on parameter | in Whitney's sense (compare

with [14] where only Lipschitz continuous is required). The reason is that
the eigenvalues of JA might be not Lipschitz continuous. We have to find
an alternative way to estimate the measure of `bad' frequencies at each
KAM step. In order to get the desired measure estimate, we require our
Hamiltonian is sufficiently smooth in parameters. We do not know whether
the restriction is essential or not.

Remark. A bit more general result can be proven, without any essential
difficulties, in the case |(!) depends on a parameter ! provided the non-
degeneracy conditions (1.8) hold. The case |(!) is Lipomorphism was
considered in [15]. Non-Lipomorphism case was considered recently by
many authors [4, 13, 17, 20�22]. The key point is to find a geometric
restriction for the initial frequencies |(!) so that the intersection of O# and
the image set of |(!) has positive measure with respect to the induced
measure in the image set of |(!).

Remark. This version of KAM theorem will be generalized to infinite
dimensional case in a forthcoming paper [4a] for constructing linearly
stable quasi-periodic solutions of partial differential equations. The existence
result has been obtained by Craig and Wayne [5] (periodic solutions),
Bourgain [3] (also quasi-periodic solutions). By KAM theory, we can also
provide a normal form for the obtained solutions.

2. KAM STEP

In this section, we will first outline the main ideas beyond the proof
of Theorem 1 and then we will give details about one step of the KAM
iteration.

2.1. Main Ideas and an Outline of KAM Step

The proofs are based on KAM theory which involves an infinite sequence
of change of variables. The philosophy of KAM theory is to construct a
series of coordinate transformation which makes the perturbation smaller
and smaller at the cost of excluding a small set of parameters. Finally
convergence is proved and the existence of invariant tori is established. In
previous KAM theorems, the perturbed system is reduced to the very nice
form

N=(|, y) + :
m

i=1

0i (u2
i +u2

&i), (2.1)
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with different 0i , which surely has an invariant torus but also surely requires
more restrictions on the unperturbed Hamiltonian.

Observe that to get persistence, requiring the above normal form is not
necessary. For example, it would be enough to reduce the perturbed
Hamiltonian into the form

N=(|, y) +(Au, u) .

As a return, in principle, the unperturbed systems can be more general. The
cost is the KAM machinery will be a little bit more complicated than the
classical one since the non-resonant relations are now more general as we
do not require (1.7) to be satisfied for k=0. We also remark that A could
even be x-dependent, but this leads to some difficult techniques due to
Bourgain to control the inverse of a linear operator.

Based on the above understanding and motivated by problems in
Hamiltonian dynamical systems and in partial differential equations recently
considered by Bourgain, we provide a KAM theorem for the case where A
is a general nonsingular constant matrix. In some sense, our theorem is in
the middle of the previous KAM theorems and Bourgain's approach. We
require more informations for the eigenvalues of A than Bourgain, but less
than those used in the previous KAM theorems. Obviously, the information
we can provide for the persistent tori is more detailed than that obtained
by Bourgain but less than that obtained in previous KAM theorems. An
outcome of our approach is that we do provide a normal form for the
obtained torus while this is not so with the Bourgain's approach. Note that
our approach also covers the multiple eigenvalue case, which makes it
possible to generalize it to infinite dimensional space and provide a KAM
theorem for partial differential equations with periodic boundary condition
considered by Bourgain for proving the existence of linear stable quasi-
periodic solutions. This has been done in a forthcoming paper [4a].

In order to proceed the proofs with an general matrix A, we will set up
one step of KAM iteration as follows: at each KAM step, we only eliminate
the x-dependent term in a suitable truncation R of P (defined by (2.11)),
which allows us, in particular, not impose any small denominator condi-
tion for Fourier modes with k=0 (This is a very important point since it
allows to treat multiple eigenvalue cases). The x-independent part is of the
form

(P0l0 , y) , (P002 u, u) , (P001 , u) ,

where P0l0 , P002 , P001 are the coefficients of the expansion of P. Note that
the first two terms can be put into the new normal form part, while the
third term can be eliminated by a linear change of coordinates since A is
non-singular.
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Now the problem is how to eliminate the x-dependent terms in R assum-
ing A to be a general non-singular matrix. To do this, we have to solve a
matrix equation of the form (see Lemma 2.4 for the exact form of the
equations)

AX+XB=C,

which involves small denominators. By a classical result in the matrix
theory such an equation is solvable if and only if I�AT+B�I is non-
singular, where AT denotes the transpose of A (See the Appendix or [10],
p. 256). To control the norm of the solution, we need the determinant of
I�AT+ +B�I not to be too small: this leads to our small denominator
condition (2.3).

In the following we describe one step of KAM iteration in more details.
As we will see, at each step of the KAM scheme, a Hamiltonian

H&=N&+P&

defined in D(r& , s&)_6& is considered near a n dimensional torus [ y=0,
u=0], where

1
s2

&

&P&&D(r& , s&)_6&
�=& ,

N&=e&+(|& , y) +
1
2

(A&u, u) =e&+ :
m

i=1

|&
i yi+

1
2

:
\m

i, j=\1

a&
ij uiuj .

In what follows, the Hamiltonian without subscripts denotes the Hamiltonian
in & th step, while those with subscripts + denotes the Hamiltonian of
&+1th step. Thus we consider the Hamiltonian

H=N+P=e+(|, y)+ 1
2 (Au, u)+P

=e+ :
n

i=1

|i yi+
1
2 :

\m

i, j=\1

a ijuiuj+P (2.2)

defined in D(\, s)_6h(K ) where 6h(K ) is the complex h-neighborhood of
O#(K ). O#(K ) is the set of | # O satisfying the following small denominator
condition

|(k, |) |>
#

|k| { , |2I2m&JA| a>
#

|k| {

(2.3)

|2I4m2&I2m� (JA(|))&(JA(|))�I2m | a>
#

|k| {
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for {>4m2(n&1), 0{|k|�K where 2=2(k, |)=i(k, |). We recall that
| } |a denotes the absolute value of the determinant for matrices. We assume
that aij has the following bound

max
|l | �8m2 } �

laij

�| l }�L, (2.4)

on 6h(K ), and that

1
s2 &P&D_6h (K )�=. (2.5)

Henceforth, we denote by

:==1�3, h==1�(8m 2+1), s+=:s, =+=#&21( 1
2 (\&\+))=4�3

(2.6)
K=min {K # Z: |

�

K
xne&x\ dx�== ,

where \>\+ and for t>0,

1(t)= :
k{0

|k|4m2(2m&1)2+{ e&|k| t.

The purpose of this section is to find a change of variables defined in a
smaller domain D+_6+ , such that the transformed Hamiltonian H+=
N++P+ has the same form as H and satisfies all the above iterative
assumptions with s+ , =+ , \+ , #+ , L+ .

For this purpose, we first rewrite H as

H=N+R+(P&R),

where R is a suitable truncation of P (see (2.11) for the explicit definition).
P&R can be made smaller by shrinking the domain.

Then we will find a special F, defined in a smaller domain D(\+ , :s),
such that the time 1 map ,1

F of the Hamiltonian vector field XF transforms
H into a new normal form with a smaller perturbation P+ .

More precisely, by Taylor series expansion, we have

H b ,1
F=(N+R) b ,1

F+(P&R) b ,1
F

=N+[N, F]+R

+|
1

0
(1&t)[[N+R, F], F] b , t

F dt+[R, F]+(P&R) b ,1
F

=N++[N, F]+R&
1

2? |
2?

0
R dx+ :

\m

i=\1

R00iui+P+ , (2.7)
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where

N+=e+(|, y)+ 1
2 (Au, u)+|

2?

0
R dx& :

\m

i=\1

R00iui ,

P+=|
1

0
(1&t)[[N+R, F], F] b X t

F dt+[R, F]+(P&R) b ,1
F ,

and R00i are defined after (2.11). [ } , } ] is Poisson bracket of smooth
functions

[G1 , G2]=: \�G1

�xi

�G2

�y i
&

�G1

�yi

�G2

�xi ++ :
\m

i=\1

Sgn(i)
�G1

�ui

�G2

�u&i

=: \�G1

�xi

�G2

�y i
&

�G1

�yi

�G2

�xi ++({u G1 , J{uG2) . (2.8)

What we will do is to find a F, which solves all x-dependent terms in R
as well as the u-linear terms in (1�2?) �2?

0 R dx. More precisely, we will
solve

[N, F]+R&
1

2? |
2?

0
R dx+ :

\m

i=\1

R00iui=0, (2.9)

in case that N is defined with a general non-singular matrix A in the follow-
ing Subsection 2.4. Certainly, we have to prove the new perturbation P+ is
much smaller than P.

2.2. Truncating Perturbations

Expanding P into the Fourier�Taylor series

P= :
k, l, p

Pklpei(k, x)ylu p,

where the sum is taken over

k=(k1 , ..., kn) # Zn, l=(l1 , ..., ln) # Zn
+ , p # Z2m

+ .

Let R be the truncation of P with 2 |l |+| p|�2, |k|�K, i.e.,

R(x, y, u)=P0+P1+P2= :
|k|<K, |l |�1

Pkl0ei(k, x)yl

+ :
|k|<K, | p|=1

Pk0pei(k, x) u p+ :
|k|<K, | p| =2

Pk0p ei(k, x) u p. (2.10)
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Rewrite R as

R(x, y, u)=P0+P1+P2= :
|l | �1, |k|�K

Pkl0ei(k, x)yl

+ :
|k| �K

(Rku , u) ei(k, x)+ :
|k| �K

(Rkuuu, u) ei(k, x), (2.11)

where Rku denotes the 2m vector (Rk0i) with Rk0i=Pk0p for | p|=1 and u p=ui ,
Rkuu denotes the 2m_2m symmetric matrix (Rk0ij) with Rk0ij=

1
2 (1+$ j

i ) Pk0p

for | p|=2 and u p=u iuj .
By Cauchy estimate,

|Rk0i |�=se&|k| \, |Rk0ij |�=e&|k| \, (2.12)

for i, j=1, ..., 2m.

Remark. For simplicity, in the following, `<} ' stands for `<c' with a
constant c independent of iteration steps, and `a<<b' means `there is a
constant c independent of iteration steps such that a<cb'.

The following estimates come from Cauchy estimates.

Lemma 2.1.

|R|D(\+ , (1�2) s)_6h
<} |P|D_6h

==s2. (2.13)

Moreover, in a smaller domain D(\+ , :s), we have

|P&R| <}=2s2 (2.14)

if K is the minimum integer satisfying ��
K xne&(\&\+)x dx�=.

Proof. (2.16) directly follows from Cauchy inequality. Now we prove
(2.14). Note that

P&R= :
|k|>K

Pklpei(k, x)ylu p+ :
|k|�K, 2 |l |+| p|�3

Pklp ei(k, x)ylu p.

(2.14) follows from the following two estimates:

} :
|k| �K

Pklp ei(k, x)ylu p }� :
|k|�K

|P| e&|k| \e |k| \+�=s2 :
}�K

}ne&}( \&\+ )

�=s2 |
�

K
xn e&(\&\+)x dx�=2s2 (2.15)
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since ��
K xne&(\&\+)x dx�=, and

} :
|k|�K, 2 |l |+| p| �3

Pklpei(k, x)y lu p }= }| :
2 |l | +| p|=3

� |l |+| p|

�y l �u p P }<}
:3s3

s3 |P|
(2.16)

<} :3=s2==2s2.

in D(\+ , :s), where � stands for �y
0 } } } �y

0

l

�u
0 } } } �u

0

p

with 2 |l |+ | p|=3. K

2.3. Inverse of Matrices

For a N_N matrix M=(mij), we denote by |M| its determinant. Con-
sider M as a linear operator on (RN, | } | ) where |x|=max |xi |. Let &M& be
its operator norm. It is known &M& is equivalent to norm N max |mij |.
Since a constant depends only on the space dimension and two fixed norms
is irrelevant, we will simply denote &M&=N max |mij |.

Now we consider matrices 2I2m&JA and 2I4m 2&I2m� (JA(|))&
(JA(|))�I2m introduced in the first section.

Lemma 2.2. For | # O#(K ) defined in (2.3), we have

&(2I2m&JA(|))&1&<}
|k|4m2+{

#
(2.17)

&(2I4m2&I2m� (JA(|))&(JA(|))�I2m)&1&<}
|k| 4m2 +{

#

where O# is the set of | satisfying (2.3).

Proof. The inequalities follows from the assumption (2.3), the definition
of &M& and the formula

M&1=
1

|M|
adj M

for any nonsingular matrix M where adj M is the adjoint of M. K

Lemma 2.3. Let 6h be a h-neighborhood of O#(K ) in Cn. Then for any
| # 6h(K ), we have

|2&1| <}
|k|4m2+{

#
, &(2I2m&JA)&1&<}

|k|4m2+{

#
(2.18)

&(2I4m2&I2m� (JA(|))&(JA(|))�I2m)&1&<}
|k| 4m2+{

#
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for 0{|k|�K, if h |k| 4m2+{ max[K, L+1]==1�(4m2+1) |k| 4m2 +{ max[K,
L+1]<<#.

Proof. For any | # 6h(K ), there is a |0 # O#(K ) such that ||&|0 |�h.
Let M=2(k, |)&JA(|), M0=2(k, |0)&JA(|0), M1=M&M0 . In view
of (2.4), &M1 &<}h max[K, L]. It follows that

&M&1&=&(M0+M1)&1&<}&M &1
0 & }&(I+M &1

0 M1)&1&

<}
&M &1

0 &
1&&M &1

0 & } &M1&
<}&M &1

0 &<}
|k| 4m2+{

#
(2.19)

since 1�(1&&M &1
0 & } &M1&)<2 if h |k|4m2+{ max[K, L]==1�(4m2+1)K4m 2+{

max[K, L]<<#.
Similarly, we can prove other inequalities. K

2.4. Solving the Homogeneous Equation

Let [R]=(1�2?) �2?
0 R dx, R� =R&[R], N+=N+�2?

0 R dx&�\m
i=\1

R00i ui , i.e.,

N+=N+P000+ :
\m

i, j=\1

R00ijui uj+(P010 , y) , (2.20)

where R00i , R00ij are defined after (2.11).
Now we look for a Hamiltonian Function F of the form

F(x, y, u)

=F0+F1+F2

= :
|l |�1, 0{|k| �K

fkl0ei(k, x)yl+ :
k{0

(Fku , u) ei(k, x)+ :
k{0

(Fkuuu, u) ei(k, x)

= :
|l |�1, k{0

fkl0ei(k, x)y l+ :
k{0

fk0i ei(k, x)ui+ :
k{0

fk0ije i(k, x)u iuj , (2.21)

which solves the homogeneous equation (2.9).

Lemma 2.4. The homogeneous equation (2.9) is equivalent to

Fkl0=2&1(k) Pkl0 , k{0,

(2(k) I+AJ) Fku+Rku=0, (2.22)

(2(k) I+AJ) Fkuu&Fkuu JA+Rkuu=0, k{0.
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Proof. Insert F into (2.9), we arrive at the following equations

[N, F0]+P0&(P01 , y) =0, k{0

[N, F1]+P1=0, (2.23)

[N, F2]+P2&(R0uuu, u) =0, k{0.

The first equation in (2.22), by comparing the coefficients, is obviously
equivalent to the first equation in (2.23). To solve [N, F1]+P1=0, we
note that

[N, F1]=2(k) F1+({uN, J {uF1)

= :
|k|�K

((2(k) Fku , u) +(Au, JFku) ) ei(k, x)

= :
|k|�K

((2(k) Fku , u) +(AJFku , u) ) ei(k, x)

= :
|k|�K

( (2(k) I+AJ) Fku , u) ei(k, x). (2.24)

It follows that Fku are determined by the following 2m linear algebraic
system

(2(k)I+AJ ) Fku+Rku=0.

Similarly, from

[N, F2]=2(k) F2+({uN, J {uF2)

= :
0{|k|�K

((2(k) Fkuuu, u)+(Au, 2JFkuuu) ) ei(k, x)

= :
0{|k|�K

((2(k) Fkuuu, u)+( (AJFkuu&FkuuJA)u, u) ) e i(k, x)

= :
0{|k|�K

( (2(k) Fkuu+AJFkuu&FkuuJA)u, u) ei(k, x) (2.25)

it follows that, Fkuu is determined by the following matrix equation

(2(k)I+AJ ) Fkuu&Fkuu JA+Rkuu=0, k{0, (2.26)

where Fkuu , Rkuu are symmetric 2m_2m matrices with elements Fk0ij , Rk0ij

respectively. K
In order to solve (2.26), we need the following result in matrix theory.
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Lemma 2.5. Let A, B, C are n_n, m_m, n_m matrices respectively,
and X is an n_m unknown matrix. The matrix equation

AX+XB=C

is solvable if and only if Im �AT+B�In is nonsingular. Moreover,

&X&<&(Im�AT+B�In)&1& } &C&.

In fact, the matrix equation is equivalent to a bigger vector equation
(I�A+BT�I ) X$=C$ by listing the elements of X, C as vectors. We refer
to the Appendix of this paper or [10], p. 256 for a detailed proof.

Corollary 1. (2.29) has a symmetric matrix solution if (2.18) is
satisfied.

Proof. (2.26) has a solution provided that (2.18) is satisfied is a conse-
quence of Lemma 2.5. Note that F T

kuu obeys the same equation as Fkuu . It
follows that Fkuu=F T

kuu . K

Moreover, we have the following estimates for F which play a key role
in proving the smallness of the new perturbation. Let Di=D(\++(i&1�4)
(\&\+), (i�4) s), 0<i�4 with \+<\.

Lemma 2.6.

1
s2 &F&D3_6h

<}#&11=.

Here and after 1 stands for 1( 1
2 (\&\+)).

Proof. By (2.12), Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4, we have

| fkl0 |�|2|&1 |Pkl | <}#&1 |k| { e&|k| \ =s2&2 |l |, k{0,

| fk0i |=|(2(k, |) I+AJ)&1 Rku |�&(2(k, |) I&JA)&1& } |Rku |

<}#&1 |k| (4m2+1){e&|k| \=s,

| fk0ij |�&Fkuu&�&(2(k, |) I&I� (JA)&(JA)�I )&1& } &Rkuu&

<}#&1 |k|4m 2(2m&1) 2+{e&|k| \=s2, k{0. (2.28)
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It follows that

1
s2 &F&D3_6h

�:
1
s2 ( | fkl0 | } | yl| } |ei(k, x)|+| fk0i ui | } |ei(k, x)|

+| fk0ijuiu j | } |ei(k, x)| )

<} :
k{0

#&1 |k|4m2 (2m&1) 2+{e&(1�2) |k| (\&\+) =<}#&11=. K

(2.29)

By Cauchy inequality, we have

1
\&\+

&Fx&, s2 &Fy &, s &Fu&<}#&11=s2, (2.30)

uniformly on D2_6h .
Let

&DmF&D_6h
=max {} � |i | +|l |+ p

�xi �yl �u p F }D_6h

, |i |+|l |+| p|=m= .

Note that F is polynomial in y of order 1, in u of order 2. From the
Cauchy inequality, it also follows that

&DmF&D1_6h
<}#&11=,

for any m�2.

2.5. The New Normal Form and New Frequencies

,1
F defined above transforms H into H+=N++P+ (see (2.7) and (2.9))

with

N+=e++(|+ , y) + 1
2 (A+u, u)

=e++ :
n

i=1

|i+yi+
1
2 :

\m

i, j=\1

a+
ij u iu j , (2.32)

where

e+=e+P000 , |+=|+P0l0( |l |=1), A+=A+R0uu .
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Since ��
K xne&x(\&\+) dx�=, ||+i&|i |, |a+

ij &aij |�2=, we have

|det(A+)|>|det A&4m 2
(2m)! ( |k|+4m2L)4m2&1 =

> 1
2 |det(A)|,

(2.34)
|2(k, |+P0l00) I&JA+ |>#K&{&4m 2

(2m)! ( |k|+4m2L)4m2&1 =

>#+K&{,

for 0{k�K, if K4m2&1=<<min[#&#+ , |det(A)|].
Similarly, we have

|2(k, |+P0l00) I&I� (JA+)&(JA+)�I |

>#K&{&4m 2
(2m)! ( |k|+4m2L)4m2&1 =

>#+ K&{ (2.35)

for 0{k�K, if K4m2&1=<<min[#&#+ , |det(A)|].
The following estimate due to Cauchy estimates is for the proof of

Theorem 3:

\h
2+

|l |

} �
l (|+&|)

�|l }6h�4

, \h
2+

|l |

} �
l (a+

ij &aij)
�|l }6h�4

<}=. (2.36)

2.6. Estimates for the New Perturbation

To finish one cycle of iteration, the only thing remained is to estimate
the new error term. In the next lemma, we give some estimates for , t

F . The
following (2.37) will be used to prove our coordinate transformations is
well defined. (2.38) is for proving the convergence of the iteration.

Let D(i�2):=D(\++(i&1�2)(\&\+), (i�2) s+). We have

Lemma 2.7.

,t
F : D(1�2): � D: , 0�t�1, (2.37)

if =<<( 1
2#1 &1)3�2. Moreover,

&D,1
F&Id&D(1�2) :

<=, &D2,1
F&D(1�2) :

<c. (2.38)

Proof. To get the estimates for , t
F , we start from the integral equation,

,t
F=id+|

t

0
XF b ,s

F ds
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,t
F : D(1�2): � D: , 0�t�1, follows directly from (2.30). Since

D,1
F=Id+|

1

0
(DXF) D,s

F ds=Id+|
1

0
J(D2F ) D,s

F ds,

it follows that

&D,1
F&Id&�2 &D2F&<}#&11=. (2.39)

The estimates of second order derivative D2,1
F follows from (2.31). K

By the definition of ,1
F and Lemma 2.7, we know

H b ,1
F=N++P+ ,

is well defined in D(1�2): . Moreover, we have the following estimates

&P+&D(1�2) :
="|

1

0
[Rt , F] b ,t

F dt+[R, F]+(P&R) b ,1
F"D(1�2) :

="|
1

0
[Rt , F] b , t

F dt"D(1�2) :

+&[R, F]&D(1�2):
+&(P&R) b ,1

F&D(1�2) :

�&[Rt , F]&D:
+&[R, F]&D:

+&(P&R)&D:

<}#&21=2s2, (2.40)

where Rt=(1&t)[N+R, F].
That is, there is a big constant c, independent of iteration steps, such

that

&P+ &�c#&21=2s2, (2.41)

which implies

1
s2

+

&P+&�c#&21=4�3�c=+ . (2.42)

One circle of KAM step is finished.

3. ITERATION AND CONVERGENCE

For any given s0 , =0 , \0 , we define some sequences inductively depending
on s0 , =0 , \0
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\&=r \1& :
&+1

i=2

2&i+ ,

=&=c#&2
&&11 \1

2
(\&&1 &\&)+ =4�3

&&1 .

:&==1�3
& , h&==1�(8m2+1)

& ,

$&= :
&

i=1

2
=i

h8m2

i

= :
&&1

i=0

2= (1�8m2+1)
i , L&=L+$& ,

s&=
1
2

:&&1s&&1=2&& \ `
v&1

i=0

=i+
1�3

s0 ,

K&=min {K: |
�

K
Kn{e&K( \&&1&\& )�=&=

#&=# \1& :
&+1

i=2

2&i+ ,

D&=D(r& , s&), (3.1)

where c is the constant in (2.42).
As a matter of fact,

9(r)= `
�

i=1

1( 1
2 (\i&\i&1)) (3�4) i

is a well-defined finite function of r (see, e.g., [14]).
Summarizing conclusions of last section, we have the following iteration

lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that =0 is small enough so that

=0�min { #2

4c9(r)
, \ #

c1( 1
4r)+

2

= ,

=1�(4m 2+1)
0 K 4m2+{

0 max[K0 , L+1]�c&1# (3.2)

K 8m2&1
0 =0�c&1 min {1

4
#, |det(A)|=

for a big constant c depending on m, n, {, L, #, r. Then the following holds for
all &: Let

N&=e&+(|&(|), y)+(A&(|) u, u)=e&+(|& , y)+ :
\m

i, j=\1

a&
ij uiuj
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be a normal form with parameters w satisfying

|2(k, |&)|>
#&

|k| { , |2(k, |&) I2m&JA& | a>
#&

|k| {

(3.3)

|2(k, |&) I4m2&I2m� (JA&)&(JA&)�I2m |a>
#&

|k| {

on a closed set O& of Rn for |k|�K& . Moreover, suppose that |&(|), a&
ij(|)

are real analytic and satisfy

}�
8m2

(|&&|)

�|8m 2 }�$& , }
�8m2 a&

ij

�|8m2 }�L&

on the complex h& neighborhood 6& of O& .
Finally,

1
s2

&

&P&&D&_6&
�=& .

Then, there is a subset O&+1/O& ,

O&+1=O&& .
K&<|k|�K&+1

R&
k(#&+1),

where

R&+1
k (#&+1)

={| # O& : } |(k, |&+1 ) |, |i(k, |&+1 ) I2m&JA&+1 |a�#&+1 �|k| {, or
|i(k, |&+1 ) I4m2&I2m� (JA&+1)&(JA&+1)�I2m |a�#&+1 �|k| {= ,

with |&+1=|&+P&
0l0 , and a symplectic change of variables

8& : D&+1_6&+1 � D& , (3.4)

such that H&+1=H& b 8& , defined on D&+1_6&+1 , has the form

H&+1=e&+1+(|&+1 , y) + :
\m

i, j=\1

a&+1
ij uiuj+P&+1 , (3.5)
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satisfying

max
|l | �8m2 } �

l (|&+1(|)&|)
�|l }6&+1

�$&+1 ,

(3.6)

max
|l | �8m2 } �

la&+1
ij (|)
�| l }6&+1

�L&+1 ,

1
s2

&+1

&P&+1&D&+1_6&+1
�=&+1 . (3.7)

on the complex h&+1 neighborhood 6&+1 of O&+1 .

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Since Theorem 1 is the combination of the following Theorem 2 and
Theorem 3, we only need to give the proofs for the latter two theorems.
Theorem 2 is actually the analytic part of the KAM theory, which is inde-
pendent of Theorem 3, the geometric part of the KAM theory. In fact, we
will run KAM machinery first for the perturbed Hamiltonian systems no
matter the unperturbed system is non-degenerate or not. Then we use the
non-degeneracy condition (1.8) to prove that a positive measure set of the
parameter will survives the KAM iteration.

Theorem 2. Suppose that the Hamiltonian (1.2) with a non-singular matrix
A is real analytic. Then for any given #, there is a small constant =0 depending
on n, {, r, L, #, h, such that if the complex extension of P in D(r, s) satisfies

1
s2 &P&D(r, s)_6h

==�=0 ,

we have the following conclusions: there exists a Cantor set O#/O, a smooth
family of torus embedding

8: T n_O# � T n_Rn_R2m,

and a diffeomorphism |~ : O# � Rn, such that the map 8 restricted to T n_[|]
is a real analytic embedding of a rotational torus with frequencies |~ for the
Hamiltonian H at |.
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Moreover, there are smooth matrices A& on O& for &�0 with A0=A,
O0=O, such that O&O#/� R&

k(#), where

R&
k(#)={|: } |(k, |) |, |i(k, |) I2m&JA& | a�#�|k| {, or

|i(k, |) I4m2&I2m� (JA&)&(JA&)�I2m | a�#�|k| {=
for K&&1�|k|<K& .

From Theorem 2, one can not get any information about the size of O#

since (1.7) is not assumed. The next theorem shows that O# in Theorem 2
is quite large if (1.7) holds.

Theorem 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, if the Hamiltonian H is
non-degenerate in the sense of (1.7), then beside the conclusions in Theorem 2,
we also have

|O&O# | � 0, as # � 0.

Moreover, if |� R0
k |�c#1�4m 2

|k|&{, then

|O&O# |=O(#1�4m 2
).

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1 are
satisfied. To apply the iteration lemma with &=0, we set

s0=s, N0=N, P0=P, #0=#, L0=L,

O0={| # O: } |(k, |) |, |i(k, |) I2m&JA|a>#�|k| {, or
|i(k, |) I4m 2&I2m � (JA)&(JA)�I2m |a>#�|k| {, 0{|k|�K0= .

Taking =0 satisfying (3.2), then the iteration lemma applies. Inductively,
we obtain the following sequences

D&_O&/D&&1_O&&1 ,

9 &=81 b } } } b 8& : D&_O&&1 � D0 , &�1,

H b 9 &=H&=N&+P& .

Let O#=��
&=0 O& . Similar to the argument in [14], in view of Lemma 2.7,

it concludes that N& , 9 &, D9 & converges uniformly on D�_O#=
D( 1

2r, 0, 0)_O# with

N�=e�+(|� , y)+(A�u, u) =e�+(|� , y) + :
\m

i, j=\1

a�
ij u iuj .
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Since

=&=c#&2
&&11( 1

2 (\&&1&\&)) =&&1�(c#&29(r) =0)(4�3) &
.

By the choice of =0 in (3.2), =& � 0.
Let , t

H be the flow of XH . From H b 9&=H& , we know that

,t
H b 9&=9 & b , t

H&
.

The convergence of 9 &, D9 &, XH , XH&
implies that one can take limit in

(4.1) and arrive at

,t
H b 9�=9� b , t

H�
(4.2)

on D( 1
2r, 0, 0)_O# , where

9� : O#_T n � Rn_T n_R2m.

It follows from (4.2),

,t
H(9�([|]_T n))=9 �, t

N�
([|]_T n)=9�([|]_T n),

for | # O# . That means 9�([|]_T n) is an embedding invariant torus of
the original perturbed Hamiltonian system at | # O# . We remark here the
frequencies of 9�([|]_T n) is slightly different from |. The normal behavior
of the invariant torus is governed by the matrix A�=(a�

ij (|)). K

Proof of Theorem 3. By the iteration lemma,

O&O#/ .
�

&=0

R&
k(#&),

where

R&+1
k (#&+1)

={| # O& :
|(k, |&+1 ) | , |i(k, |&+1) I2m&JA&+1 |a�#&+1 �|k| {, or

|i(k, |&+1 ) I4m2&I2m� (JA&+1)&(JA&+1)� I2m |a�#&+1 �|k| {=
K&�|k|�K&+1 .

In order to estimate the measure of R&
k , we need the following lemma,

which has been proven in [21, 23]. Similar estimate is also used by
Bourgain [3].

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that g(u) is a Cm function on the closure I� , where
I/R1 is an interval. Let Ih=[u| | g(u)|<h], h>0. If for some constant
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d>0, | g(m)(u)|�d for \u # I, then |Ih |�ch1�m, where |Ih | denotes the
Lebesgue measure Ih and c=2(2+3+ } } } +m+d &1).

In the following, we estimate the Lebesgue measure of R&+1
k for fixed k.

Lemma 4.2. There is a K* depending on n, L, m, such that if |k|�K*,
then

|R&+1
k (#)| <}c2 #1�4m2

|k| &{�4m2
.

Proof. Note that

R&+1
k =R&+1

k1 +R&+1
k2 +R&+1

k3 ,

where

R&+1
k1 (#&+1)={| # O& : |(k, |&+1(|)) |�

#&+1

|k| { = ,

R&+1
k2 (#&+1)={| # O& : | |i(k, |&+1(|)) I2m&JA&+1 |a�

#&+1

|k| { = ,

R&+1
k3 (#&+1)={| # O& : | |i(k, |&+1(|)) I4m2&I2m� (JA&+1)

&(JA&+1)�I2m |a�
#&+1

|k| { = .

We estimate the measure for the most complicated set R&+1
k3 (#&+1), the

other two are similar. Let

Mk(|)=|i(k, |&+1(|)) I4m2&I2m� (JA&+1)&(JA&+1)�I2m | 2
a

defined in O& . It follows that

R&+1
k3 (#&+1)/{| # O& : Mk(|)�

#2
&+1

|k|2{= .

As a matter of fact, Mk(|) is a polynomial of (k, |) of the form

Mk=(k, |) 8m2
+ :

l�8m2&1

pl (|)(k, |) l,

where the coefficients depend on m and A&+1 .
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By (3.6), we have

}�
l (|&+1(|)&|)

�| l
+ }�1

2
,

(4.3)

}
�la&+1

ij (|)

�|l }�L&+1�L+1.

Without loss of generality, we assume k1�K&�n if |k|�K& . It follows
that

} d 8m 2

d|8m 2

1

Mk(|) }�(8m2)! |k1 | 8m2
(1&O( |k&1

1 | ). (4.4)

It concludes that there is an integer K*(n, m, L) such that if |k|�K*,

d 8m2

d|8m2

+1

|Mk(|)|a>
1
2

.

From Lemma 4.1, it follows that

|R&+1
k3 (#&+1)|�c \#&+1

|k| { +
1�4m2

�c#1�4m2
|k| &{�4m 2

,

where c=( 1
2m(m+1)+ 1

2 ) Dn&1 with D the diameter of O. K
We arrive at

} .
|k|�K*

R&+1
k (#&+1)}� :

|k|�K*

|R&+1
k (#&+1)|

�3 :
|k|�K*

c#1�4m2
|k|&{�4m2

=O(#1�4m2
)

if {>4m2(n&1).
To prove Theorem 2, we let =0 is small enough so that K0�K* (the

relation between K0 and =0 is defined by (3.1)). It follows that

R0
k(#)

={| # O: } |(k, |) |, |i(k, |) I2m&JA|a�#�|k| {, or
|i(k, |) I4m2&I2m� (JA(|))&(JA(|))�I2m |a�#�|k| {=

for 0<|k|�K0 . By the non-degeneracy condition (1.8),

} .
|k|�K0

R0
k(#)}� 0, as # � 0.
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Since O&O#/R0
k(#) � |k| �K* R&+1

k (#&+1)|, we know

|O&O# | � 0.

It is clear that |� |k|�K0
R0

k(#)|=O(#1�4m2
) implies |O&O# |=O(#1�4m2

).

APPENDIX

In this section, we list some results in matrix theory which is used in
this paper. Although the proofs are quite elementary and can be found in
many textbooks in matrix theory (see, e.g., [10]), we sketch them for the
convenience of the reader.

Definition 5.1. The tensor product (or direct product) of two matrices
Amn , Bkl is a (mk)_(nl) defined by

a11 B } } } a1nB
A�B=(aijB)=\ } } } } } } } } } + .

an1 B } } } amnB

In the following, we always assume that A=(aij), B=(bij), C=(cij) are
n_n, m_m, n_m matrices respectively. X=(xij) is a n_m unknown
matrix. The eigenvalues of A, B are denoted by *1 , ..., *n and +1 , ..., +m

respectively.
For convenience, we also represent A, C, X as A=(A1 , ..., An), C=

(C1 , ..., Cm), X=(X1 , ..., Xm) respectively. Denote by C$=(C T
1 , ..., C T

m)T,
X$=(X T

1 , ..., X T
m)T the corresponding nm-vectors.

The object under consideration is the following matrix equation

AX+XB=C, (5.1)

and vector equation

(Im�A+BT�In) X$=C$, (5.2)

Lemma 5.1. The matrix equation (5.1) is solvable if and only if the vector
equation (5.2) is solvable.

Proof. Rewrite (5.1) as

A(X1 , ..., Xm)+XB=(C1 , ..., Cm),
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which is

AXj+ :
m

i=1

Xibij=Cj , j=1, ..., m.

Written in another compact form, it is just the vector equation (5.2). K

Corollary 2. (5.1) is solvable if and only if Im�A+BT�In is
nonsingular, or equivalently Im�AT+B�In is nonsingular. Moreover,

&X&�&(Im�AT+B�In)&1& } &C&.

Lemma 5.2. (5.1) is solvable for any given C if and only if

*i++j {0, for i=1, ..., n, j=1, ..., m.

Proof. Let T1 , T2 are nonsingular matrices such that

T &1
1 AT1=A� =Diag(J1 , ..., Js); T &1

2 BT2=B� =Diag(J$1 , ..., J$s$),

where Ji , J$j are Jordan blocks of the form

V 0 } } } 0

1 V 0 0\0 } } } } } } 0+ .

0 } } } V 0

0 0 1 V

(5.1) is reduced to

A� (T &1
1 XT2)+(T &1

1 XT2) B� =T &1
1 CT2 .

Without loss of generality, we assume that A and B are in Jordan normal
form. By comparing the elements in the position (1, m) in equation (5.1),
we have

x1m=
1

*1++m
c1m .

x1, m&1 , ..., x11 ; x2m , ..., x21 ; ...; xnm , ..., xn1 can be solved inductively due to
the Jordan form if *i++ j {0 for all i=1, ..., n, j=1, ...m. K

Lemma 5.3. The eigenvalues of Im�AT+B�In are

*ij=*i+*j , i=1, ..., n, j=1, ...m.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.2, (5.1) is solvable if and only if *i++j {0.
Together with Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 2, it follows that Im�AT+B�In

is nonsingular if and only if *i++j {0, for i=1, ..., n, j=1, ...m. That
means

*ij=*i++ j , i=1, ..., n, j=1, ...m,

are eigenvalues of Im�A+BT�In . K

Lemma 5.4. The eigenvalues of i(k, |) I4m2&I2m� (JA(|))&(JA(|))
�I2m are i((k, |) \0i\0j), i, j=1, ..., m.

Proof. Since the eigenvalues of JA are in pairs \i0i , i=1, ..., m. It
follows that the eigenvalues of i(k, |)I2m&JA are i((k, |)\0i),
i=1, ..., m. Rewrite i(k, |)I4m2&I2m� (JA)&(JA)�I2m as

(i(k, |) I2m&JA)�I2m&I2m� (JA).

By Lemma 5.3, its eigenvalues are i((k, |)\0i\0j), i, j=1, ..., m. K

Corollary 3. The non-degeneracy conditions (1.7) are equivalent to (1.8)
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